ROLLER BLINDS
ROLLERS

Roller Blinds are the most popular blind on the market today.

Available in a large range of colours, performance fabrics and eco-friendly screen fabrics they have chain control operation as standard. Rollers come with an aluminium bottom bar, decorator trims and stylish colour co-ordinated brackets.

Apollo Sunscreen Rollers let you enjoy the view outside, allowing in the optimum level of light while controlling the heat, and blocking out up to 90-97% of harmful UV rays (depending on the openness factor). Sunscreen fabrics offer 3 levels of openness - 3%, 5% or 10%.

Fabric Rollers range from light filtering to blackout. Light filtering allows light to filter through while protecting from the sun and offering privacy. Blackout fabrics offer room darkening and are great for bedrooms.
Rollers are also very versatile. Two Rollers installed on a double bracket can cover one window in tandem, providing screen fabric for the day and blackout for the night. Using our link system, you can operate up to three Rollers side by side simultaneously with one chain. Apollo’s MaxiLift™ Fixed Clutch and MaxiLift™ Swivel creates a smooth lifting operation and reduces the need for a helper spring. MaxiLift™ Swivel also stops chains on a double brackets from tangling.

Today, motorising your blinds is very popular and so easy.

You can choose from a 240v motor, or a lithium battery motor that doesn't need an electrician to install it. Both motors can be integrated into your home automation system and controlled by a remote operating up to 16 blinds. Timer options are available.
If you have Wi-Fi available in your home you can buy a smart box, download the free app, then operate your blinds using a Smart device from anywhere in the world. There is also a timer function so blinds can be programmed to raise or lower at certain times each day.

The next option is the Google Home and Amazon Echo which in conjunction with a smart box will operate your blinds using voice commands. **The choice is yours!**

- Chain control operation as standard
- Traditional spring mechanism available
- Maximum width up to 3200mm (depending on fabric)
- Maximum drop 3300mm
- Maximum coverage area per blind 10.5m sq
- Minimum reveal required 60mm (space from window to front of sill)
- Child safe compliant
- Available in a range of fabrics and colours with colour co-ordinated brackets
- Aluminium bottom rail or 5 decorator trims
- Sunscreen fabrics offer 3 levels of openness - 3%, 5% or 10%, in a wide range of colours and flame resistant fabrics
- Motorisation available
**OPTIONS**

**MAXILIFT™ FIXED CLUTCH AND MAXILIFT™ SWIVEL**

Allows a smooth lifting operation and reduces the need for a helper spring plus MaxiLift™ Swivel stops chains on double brackets from tangling.

**DOUBLE BRACKETS**

Lets you hang two individually operated blinds together on the one window. For example, you can couple both a Sunscreen and Blackout blind, offering you view, light control and total night time privacy within the one system.

**CASSETTES**

The Roller mechanism is completely concealed within a stylish headbox. Available in four colours.

**FRS VALANCE**

A cost effective alternative to cassettes for concealing your Roller Blind mechanism.

**WIRE GUIDES**

The bottom rail rolls smoothly up and down a system of stainless steel wires which hold the Roller stable in any position and reduce the affects of breezes from open windows.

**CASSETTE & SIDE GUIDES**

The cassette covers the Roller at the top and the channels eliminate gaps on the sides, allowing almost total room darkening. Available in four colour options.

**LINK SYSTEMS**

Link and operate up to three blinds with one control. Ideal for large windows where coverage is beyond the size limitations of fabrics or sliding doors where three blinds are required. Linking two blinds eliminates the need for a chain drive mechanism in the middle of the window and reduces the gap between fabrics from 28mm to 20mm.

Apollo's intermediate link system allows two blinds to be linked using a common centre bracket, which reduces the gap between the fabric of both blinds and allows independent control.

**MOTORISATION**

You can choose from a 240v motor, or a lithium battery motor that doesn’t need an electrician to install it. Both motors can be integrated into your home automation system and controlled by a remote operating up to 16 blinds. Timer options are available. You can have a Smart device operating a smart box that controls the blind operation or voice command activation with Amazon Echo or Google Home. There is also a rechargeable wire free motor with an optional solar panel charger.

**SPRING LOADED**

Traditional Roller Blinds are operated by a spring system. Simply hold the bottom rail by the pull and raise or lower. Available with plain trim or scalloped base.

**SPRING ASSIST**

The spring assist system is attached to the chain drive mechanism and reduces the weight of lifting larger blinds.
All Apollo Rollers are simple to install and easily cleaned. Surface dust may be removed with a gentle brush, feather duster or clean dry cloth. To remove tougher stains or smudges, a mild solution of lukewarm water can be used then wipe with a clean dry cloth. An art gum rubber is excellent for removing small marks.

Let Apollo Blinds open your mind to new decorator ideas. Since 1988 Apollo Blinds has focused on delivering the latest in home fashions with consistent reliable service. An Australian owned company with most products still being manufactured in Australia, Apollo Blinds gives you peace of mind – all fabrics and components come with a 2 year warranty (1 year in home) on manufacture and materials*. Some materials or components may carry additional manufacturer’s warranty*.